


“Utility Over Everything”.



Decentralized NFT Multichain Marketplace



Our Vision & Solutions

Empower the creators.

Solve the knowledge gap.

Solve the technical gap.

Simplicity.
Decentralized.

Multichain. “Utility over everything”.

“Let developers, develop and creators, 
create”.

Utility NFTs.

No hype.

No FOMO.

FIAT-Crypto interconnection.



Features

Decentralized & Multichain: blockchains, wallets & gateways.

Direct purchase from FIAT on blockchain.

Low fee of 1,5% per trade.

Rent of White Label Marketplace.

Metaverse Virtual Gallery for White Label Marketplace.

Low cost block collection Upload.

Social Media Launchpad for NFT Collection Campaigns.

Customizable mintpage for NFT Collection Launching.

Upcoming Launch Calendar.



Decentralized & Multichain

Connect your wallet (we do not keep your funds “cryptocurencies or tokens”).

Trade directly on every blockchain (we do not keep the digital ítems “NFTs”).

All processes made by verified third-party blockchains, wallets and payment gateways.

Integrated

Integrations after launch

https://metamask.io/
https://www.coinbase.com/es/wallet
https://walletconnect.com/
https://app.tor.us/
https://ethereum.org/es/
https://polygon.technology/
https://klaytn.foundation/
https://solana.com/es
https://brave.com/es/


Purchase NFTs from FIAT on the blockchain

Buy your NFTs directly from your debit/credit card, Bank Transfer or Apple Pay.



Low Fees

Trade your NFTs at 1.5% on different blockchains.

Get rewarded with a passive income by owning a Golden Ticket NFT of Marketland 
receiving the 15% of the yearly collected comissions by Marketland.



White Label Marketplace Rental

Rent a White label NFT Marketplace, customize it at your choice, set-up and get
benefited from the comissions of the trading on your Marketplace.

Customizable: Name, Design, URL and comissions.

Comissions: from 1.75% (floor-comission)

Service fee: Marketland gets 10% of the comisión set on your white label
marketplace.

Service Price:

3 Months Rent = 0,6 ETH
6 Months Rent = 1,2 ETH

1 Year = 1,8 ETH

Holding x3 Golden Tickets = Lifetime Ownership



Metaverse Virtual Gallery for your Marketplace or Collection.

Trade and show your collection or Marketplace on the metaverse VR gallery.



Low Cost Block Collection Upload.

Upload your collection at once, without uploading separetly one by one all the
NFTs.

Do it without spending a big amount on the upload (low-cost).



Social Media Launchpad for NFT Collection Campaigns.

Social Media Launchpad for creators to help the social media communication
directly from Marketland.

Set your campaigns and announcements on Marketland and share across the
main social media platforms.

For example create an announcement on Marketland, connect your Discord Server 
and this announcement will be shared automatically on your Discord server.



Customizable mintpage for NFT Collection Launching.

We will not only assist you on the uploading of your collection, also we have
thought about a customizable mintpage for the sale of your NFT Collection.



Upcoming Launch Calendar.

Stay updated about the upcoming launchs on Marketland, set reminders and 
alarms.



Sneak Peeks



Sneak Peeks



Sneak Peeks



Marketland Utility NFT: The Golden Ticket



Marketland Utility NFT: The Golden Ticket

Get 15% of yearly collected comissions on Marketland shared by all the Golden Ticket holders.

With x3 Golden Tickets you get lifetime Access to your own White Label Marketplace.

Mint your collections on Marketland for free.

Access to “Creators Launchpad” channel on Marketland Discord Server (get help from the Marketland 
creator&development team to launch your Project).

Access to “Service Offer” channel on Marketland Discord Server (offer your services to the community, 
collaborate, find allies and be seen in front of all the community).

Free Access to the Social Media Launchpad.

Early and exclusive Access to the Marketland Metaverse.



The Market

We have experimented a high daily-volume (around 100.000.000 USD$) in the May 2021 -
May 2022 period.

During the summer of 2022 the average daily trade fell to approximately USD$ 20.000.000 
per day.



Marketland´s Conclusions

In the first period of the NFTs, which can be catalogued as a "boom", "hype" or "fomo" period, 
we can see an immense growth of the daily traded volume (May 2021 - May 2022).

From May 2022 onwards we can see a significant drop in the daily trading volume of NFTs, 
which in our opinion is due to the following reasons:

The fall of the cryptocurrency market from its peak due to the recession and inflationary 
crisis caused by the uncontrolled printing of FIAT currencies, mainly USD $.

95% of all NFT projects had no utility, purpose or end whatsoever. They were traded 
through FOMO and aggressive marketing with improbable promises.

The market has yet to fully understand the concept of NFT, its utilities and applications, as 
it has so far been applied in an inefficient and unproductive manner.



The Opportunity

In 2021, according to Forbes, the NFT market has 
moved a volume of 23 trillion USD$.

We can conclude that most of this volume was 
based on non-organic growth.

Due to this growth based on "buy for the sake of 
buying" caused by FOMO and the hope of 

becoming a millionaire overnight, the market 
has deflated even faster than it grew.

Now that we have had the first push and pull 
back of the NFT market and shaked out all the 
temporary participants and projects with no 

utility we can start to grow this blockchain niche 
organically, sustainably and with real purpose 

and application in the market.



The Team

José Vilar (CEO)
CEO of BitDream. Blockchain 
Protocols Analyst and Trader.

Bogdan Diyachenko (COO)
COO of BitDream. Blockchain 
Business Analyst and Trader.

Nicolás Bibbo
Personal Advisor and Digital 
Strategy Manager.

Christian Pucci
Content Creator and Social Media 
Manager.

https://www.instagram.com/jos3vlr/
https://twitter.com/Newgate27?t=It4gkXyY9oElXmdgB3YIHw&s=08
https://www.instagram.com/bogdandiyachenko/
https://twitter.com/BDiyachenko13
https://www.instagram.com/nicobibbo7/
https://www.instagram.com/itschrispucci/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/bogdan-diyachenko-85744b115/


The Team

José Jodar
Non-Fungible Token (NFT) Protocol 
Analyst.

Adam Mrabi 
Growth strategy Manager.

Amaia Llona 
Artist & Graphic Designer.

Sergio Verde
Growth and Marketing Manager. 
Sales Expert.

https://twitter.com/lobo241508?t=OHCiUD9Iq5SN3DVmwCJwhA&s=09
https://twitter.com/lobo241508?t=OHCiUD9Iq5SN3DVmwCJwhA&s=09
https://www.instagram.com/amaiallona/
https://www.instagram.com/sergioverde19/


The Advisors

Javier Chacón
Blockchain Architect
Beltsys Labs CEO, Blockchain/web3.0 
Product Engineer.

Martina Skangalova
Brand Strategist
Non-traditional brand strategist, 
web3 native, CEO of BEINGZ.

Elba Boada
Lawyer specialized in Blockchain and 
Cryptographic Law
Lawyer specialized in Criminal and 
Criminological Sciences, and in exercise of 
the Prosecutor function, Ex-National 
Prosecutor against corruption, specialized 
in the investigation of Cybercrimes.

Dr. Ernesto Portillo
Lawyer specialized in Blockchain and 
Cryptographic Law
Lawyer Magister in Legal Sciences and 
University Professor with more than 20 
years of experience. Specialized in the 
legal environment of cryptocurrencies 
and blockchain.

https://www.linkedin.com/in/andresjchacon/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/martina-skangalova-929925196/
https://twitter.com/marketjuridico
https://twitter.com/portilloabogado


The Partners

https://web3wallet.tech/
https://bitdream.club/
https://www.beingz.co/
https://criptojuris.blogspot.com/?m=1
https://blockchainlabs.tech/
https://bitdream.club/nft-panda-squad-7111/


Service Provider Partners




